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Isabel Flores de Oliva (1586–1617), generally known as Saint Rose of Mary or Saint Rose of Lima, became the first and, until today, the most venerated Catholic saint of Latin America. Almost immediately after her death, this Dominican of the Third Order, who died young and won fame for her highly ascetic life, various virtues and immovable faith, developed a cult following in Peru. Soon enough the cult had spread across South America and Europe. The topic of Saint Rose of Lima has been addressed in a great many publications that appeared in various (primarily Spanish-speaking) countries, but in Lithuania, the devotion to and images of this saint have not received specific research attention. By referring to the published sources and manuscripts, as well as the surviving ecclesiastical artworks, the author of this paper aims to discuss in more detail how information about the life and personality of Saint Rose of Lima was disseminated in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, what information about Latin America, its culture and people was conveyed in these sources, whether it was reflected in the iconography of the saint, and if so, how.
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Isabel Flores de Oliva was born on 22 April 1586 to a Spanish father and a Creole mother in the capital of the Spanish Viceroyalty of Peru, Lima. The name of Rose was revealed to the girl’s mother in visions, and was later mystically confirmed to her by the Blessed Virgin Mary who appeared to her in person and also added her own name. From early on, the religious life of Rose of Mary was strongly influenced by the Dominicans, above all, by their piety to the Mother of God and the practice of the Rosary Prayer. Rose dedicated herself to chastity and piety from a young age, and became a member of the Third Order of Saint Dominic. She lived a mostly reclusive life filled with austere repentance practices, prayer, reflections on the suffering of Christ, and mystical experiences; she died on 24 August 1617. Allegedly, Saint Rose’s repentance and prayers helped to convert more Indians to Christianity than the missions zealously conducted by Franciscan, Augustinian and Dominican monks in the recently Christianised country. In a sermon delivered during the canonisation festivities, Pope Clement X noted that since the discovery of Peru, not a single Catholic missionary initiated a stronger and larger-scale turn to repentance as did the example of this young woman¹. In the seventeenth century, there was not a single house in Peru that would not have had a painting, statue or engraving of this saint². Even today, the popularity of Saint Rose of Lima in the iconosphere and collective imagination of Latin America remains an extraordinary phenomenon. As early as the seventeenth century, her fame reached Europe and, through Spain and Italy, devotion to her spread throughout the Roman Catholic Church, including the territory of Lithuania.

The Beatification and Canonisation Processes

The processes of Saint Rose’s “way to the glory of the altar” and the spread of her veneration were accompanied by intersecting religious and political interests and conflicts of various social groups (Peruvian Creoles, the court of the King of Spain, the Dominican order). The collection of material for the beatification process started several days after Rose’s

¹ Piotr Stefanak, Święta Róża z Limy, Kraków: Wydawnictwo WAM, 2013, p. 7.
death. By the spring of 1618, 75 witnesses had been questioned. Beatification documents were sent to Rome, and in 1625, the Holy See gave instructions to start the second investigation of the holiness, virtues and miracles of the Dominican tertiary. From 1630 to 1632, a great many testimonies about her miracles were collected, a biography and four Latin poems praising the virtues of the candidate to the altar were written. Before the documents reached Rome, in 1634, Pope Urban VIII released a decree prohibiting the start of the beatification processes earlier than fifty years after the death of a candidate to the saints. However, following a special request from Philip IV of Spain, the beatification process of Rose of Lima was resumed in the autumn of 1663. On 15 April 1668, Pope Clement IX proclaimed Isabel Flores de Oliva “Blessed”. The festivities that started in Saint Peter’s Basilica lasted for a month and attracted thousands of believers. This “triumph of the fragrant Rose” in the Vatican, among others, was described in detail by Claude Bouillaud. In a publication dedicated to the ambassador of Spain to the Holy See, Antonio Pedro Alvares Osorio, he mentioned the sumptuous decorations of the festivities, expensive textiles, carpets, paintings, medallions and Latin inscriptions that adorned the basilica’s façade and interior. Between May 13 and 20 of the same year, the beatification ceremony took place in the Dominican Church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva in Rome. Devotion to Blessed Rose of Mary reached the Grand Duchy of Lithuania by 28 August of the same year, the beatification festivities of Blessed Rose of Lima and the ceremonial carrying of her image into Vilnius Cathedral took place.

4 Ibid., p. 235.
5 Ibid., p. 236.
7 [Claudio Bouillaud], Breve relatione della solennissima festa della beatificazione della beata Rosa di Santa Maria nativa della città di Lima nel Perù, monaca del Terz’Ordine si S. Domenico, fatte nella basilica di S. Pietro adì 15 aprile 1668. <...> Da Claudio Bouillaud Procuratore della Causa, Roma, Nicol’Angelo Tinassi, 1668.
8 Tristan Weddigen, op. cit., p. 104.
As in other European countries, in Poland and Lithuania, the cult of Blessed Rose of Lima was most ardently promoted by the Dominicans, and veneration mostly spread through the monasteries of this order. On 30 October 1669, Clement IX allowed public veneration of Rose veneration in Spain, and less than a year later, new Pope Clement X allowed her to be venerated in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. From the beginning of 1670, the second apostolic process, i.e., canonisation of Rose of Peru took place at a rapid pace. Several miracles that happened with the intercession of Rose of Lima in South Italy were crucial for the final decision of the Apostolic See. On 12 April 1671, Clement X proclaimed Rose of Lima a saint, and soon the canonisation festivities were held in Poland and Lithuania – in 1671, the canonisation of Rose of Lima and Louis Bertrand (a missionary to Columbia) was commemorated with great ceremony in Kraków, and in May 1672, festivities were held in Vilnius.

The Biographies of Saint Rose of Lima and Other Hagiographic Literature

The biographies of the saint, sermons dedicated to her, and other types of religious literature made a huge impact on the development of her cult and the spread of her images. The very first life of Rose of Lima intended for the beatification process was written in Lima and remained in a manuscript. In 1656, a life of Rose was published in the Spanish language in Sevilla. Due to its symbolical and allegorical style, this booklet written by the Dominican theologian Juan de Vargas Machuca did not spread more widely. The title page of the work bore an emblematic engraving depicting a rose growing in a field and a bee flying towards it. The image of a “mystical rose” became one of the most popular poetic and visual symbols of the saint of Peru, which was repeated as a key motif in many hagiographic publications devoted to her. The Dominican Leonard Hansen is considered to be the author of the most popular life

\[10\] Pawel Drabarczyk, op. cit., p. 130.

\[11\] [Juan de Vargas Machuca], La rosa de el Peru, soror Isabel de Santa Maria, de el habito de el Glorioso Patriarca Santo Domingo de Guzman, credito desu Tercera Orden, lustre y patrona de la alma Ciudad Lima su Patria <...> escrita en panegyrica chronologica oracion, por el M.R. P.M. Fr. Juan de Vargas Machuca Doctor theologo [...], Impresso en Sevilla: por Iuan Gomez de Blas Impressor mayor de dicha Ciudad, 1659.
of Rose of Lima\(^\text{12}\). An extensive work\(^\text{13}\) prepared by Hansen (real name Vincent Torre) was first published in Rome in 1664 – several years before the official beatification of Rose of Lima. The author made use of the accessible documents of the beatification process, among them many testimonies about the miracles experienced through Rose’s intercession, collected by conducting interviews (though, later, many of them were not officially confirmed). Hansen’s intellectual, vividly written and thorough book went through many reprints and was translated into various languages. It was reprinted in Latin in 1668 (Leuven) and in 1680 (Rome); In addition, more versions of the book appeared during the seventeenth century in Europe: two abridged Latin versions based on Hansen’s original text were published in 1665 and 1668, four Spanish translations were published in 1665, 1668, 1670, and 1671, an Italian version in 1666, a German translation in 1667, two independent French versions published in 1668, a Dutch translation in 1668, and a second abridged French version published in 1669\(^\text{14}\). This list could be supplemented with Polish editions that are relevant for Lithuania. The first translation of Hansen’s *Vita mirabilis* [...] into Polish, prepared by the Dominican Tomasz Tomicki, was published in Kraków in 1666\(^\text{15}\), thus, before the official proclamation of Rose as “Blessed”, and the second edition came out in 1677\(^\text{16}\). The latter was supplemented with information about her canonisation in 1671 and Tomicki’s rhymed poetic “crown of roses woven in honour of Saint Rose”\(^\text{17}\).

\(^{12}\) The authorship of the book raises many questions. Recent scholarly research has revealed that the surname indicated on the title page is in fact a pseudonym used by the Spanish-born English Dominican provincial Vincent Torre, who was hiding from persecutions. For more, see Stephen M. Hart, *op. cit.*, pp. 230–258.


This publication was undoubtedly known in Lithuania as well, at least in the libraries of Dominican monasteries. Furthermore, the Lithuanian Dominican provincial Michał Woyniłowicz (Wojniłowicz, ? – 1694) published an abridged version of the life of the Blessed Rose in Vilnius in 1668. In addition to the translations of Hansen’s biography, various other works of literature – poems and eulogies – on the subject of Rose of Lima were published in Europe, and a theatrical work (comedia de santos) was staged in Spain in 1669–1671.

The number of publications devoted to the Dominican tertiary from Peru that appeared in Lithuania in the seventeenth century is surprising. On the occasion of the beatification festivities, several different publications were published in Vilnius; among them, a sermon delivered by the Kupiškis Dean and Svėdasai Parson Wawrzyniec Janowicz on behalf of the Vilnius Chapter on August 28 of that year, was published in 1668 in the printing house of the Vilnius Jesuit Academy. As already mentioned, the life of Rose of Lima written by the Lithuanian Dominican provincial Woyniłowicz was also published in Vilnius in the same year. The liturgical readings for the holy day of Rose of Lima published in Vilnius in 1670 testify that it was already celebrated in Lithuania on August 26.

21 [Wawrzyniec Janowicz], op. cit.
22 Sadok Barącz, op. cit., p. 268.
23 Die 26 Augusti festum Beatae Rosae de S. Maria Virginis Limanae, Vilnae In typographio pp. Basilianorum ad SS. Trinitatem, 1670. After the 1671 canonization, the holiday of Saint Rose of Mary was moved to August 23.
The canonisation festivities of the Dominicans, Louis Bertrand and Rose of Peru, which took place in Vilnius in May 1672, were mentioned in the published sermons of Prior Georgius Derderukowicz of the Paparčiai Dominican monastery and the Raseiniai Dominican Cyprian Mackiewicz.

In the eighteenth century, the libraries of the Lithuanian Dominicans also contained other books dedicated to the saint and the life of Saint Rose was included in a collection of the lives of Dominican saints and “Blessed” published in the Polish language in Vilnius in the eighteenth century.

Images of Saint Rose of Lima and Their Dissemination in the Churches of the Lithuanian Dominican Province

Some images of Saint Rose of Mary were created in Lima right after her death – a posthumous portrait painted in 1617 is attributed to the Italian artist Angelino Medoro (1565–1631), who lived in Peru for some time. These images were highly instrumental in the spread of devotion to her, and were given much attention in Hansen’s *Vita mirabilis [...] – a considerable number of the miracles described there took place while praying in front of images of Rose, touching them, clasping them to one’s body as relics, etc. The formation of the European iconography of Saint Rose of Lima was undoubtedly influenced by illustrations found in some seventeenth-century editions of her lives. The title page of the first edition of Hansen’s *Vita mirabilis [...] (1664) was decorated with an engraving composed of a small medallion with an image of Rose of Peru held by little...
angels, and the coat of arms of Pope Alexander XVII. The portrait of the saint-to-be was most likely created after a copy of the above-mentioned posthumous image of 1617\textsuperscript{27}. In the engraving, Rose is depicted wearing a Dominican habit and an iron crown of thorns on her head, her arms are crossed over her chest, and the upward gaze indicates that she is in the state of prayer. As can be seen from signatures, the image was engraved by Benoit Thiboust (1619–1679/1680) after a drawing by Lazzaro Baldi (circa 1624–1703). Another engraving created by the same artists based in Rome decorates the life of Rose of Lima written by Serafino Bertolini and published in 1666\textsuperscript{28}. In this engraving, a standing half-figure of the nun wearing a habit and holding the Infant Jesus is placed inside an ornate oval garland of roses. The Latin publication of \textit{Vita mirabilis}. [...] of 1680\textsuperscript{29} boasts a large engraving by the artist of French descent, Nicoló Billy, depicting one of Saint Rose’s mystical meetings with Christ – a walk in the garden with the Infant. These and other graphic images made an obvious impact on the formation of the iconography of Rose of Peru in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. For example, the frontispiece of the Polish translation of \textit{Vita mirabilis} [...] published in Kraków in 1666\textsuperscript{30} contained a graphic image of Rose of Lima based on the engraving by Lazzaro Baldi / Benoit Thiboust from the first Latin edition of the book (1664). However, only the image of the nun was adopted, and placed inside a symbolic rose flower rather than a simple frame, while the lower part of the engraving is markedly different from the Roman example – instead of the pope’s coat of arms we see the Dąbrowa coat of arms of the Kostka family (the publication is dedicated to Anna Ostrogska Kostka), out of which a rose shrub is growing, and on both sides, little angels are replaced by residents of the New World wearing strange clothes and armed with a bow and arrows and a spear. The Polish edition of 1677 includes a different version of this engraving, simplified and more reminiscent of an emblem – in the upper part, the rose flower with a portrait of the Blessed One is even more emphasized (in this case, a mirror image is presented), while in the lower register of the composition, the residents of South America

\textsuperscript{27} Paweł Drabarczyk, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 132.
\textsuperscript{28} Serafino Bertolini, \textit{La rosa peruana overo Vita della sposa di Christo suor Rosa di Santa Maria nativa della città di Lima}, Roma: il Tinassi, 1666.
\textsuperscript{29} [Leonard Hansen], \textit{Vita mirabilis}.
\textsuperscript{30} Paweł Drabarczyk, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 132, Fig. 1.
are replaced by a small image of the Dominican saint highly popular in Poland – Saint Hyacinth\(^1\) [Fig. 1]. Interestingly, in the early eighteenth century, a book of emblems dedicated to Saint Rose of Lima prepared by Dominico Raccamadori with illustrations of the key episodes in Rose’s life and her miracles was published in Fermo, Italy.\(^2\) The book included an illustration depicting Saint Rose holding the Infant Jesus and kneeling in the garden. There are no recognisable specific features of Lima in the landscape or the detail of a visible building. All the other illustrations are emblematic, with predominantly traditional common Christian symbols (a rose, a lily, a grapevine, the sun, a candle, a phoenix, etc.), and there are no iconographic motifs directly related to the New World origin of the saint, unless a couple of emblems representing ships in the sea count.

Another source of dissemination of the early iconography of Saint Rose were images created in honour of the saint on the occasion

---

\(^{1}\) Ibid., p. 133.

of the beatification and canonisation festivities in Rome and other cities. For example, during the festivities of 1668 in Rome, on the façade of Saint Peter’s Basilica, in addition to other decorative elements, a large painting depicting the Blessed Rose carried into heaven by angels was set up; in the apse of the church, four huge canvases and the central altarpiece (all of them are attributed to Lazzaro Baldi) caught the eye; besides, tens of thousands of graphic pictures and medallions of the newly Blessed Rose were distributed. The same artist designed the scenery for the canonisation festivities in Rome in 1671 (the canonisation of Rose of Lima and another four saints took place on the same day). Some use was made of the paintings created in 1668, among them the altarpiece People of Peru venerating Saint Rose, which still decorates the chapel of the Church of Santa Maria Sopra Minerva in Rome. This canvas is particularly interesting in that it represents the new Christians – Indians and African Americans – kneeling around Saint Rose holding the Infant, and pleading for her protection. It should be noted that people of African origin (mostly slaves) constituted a large part of Lima’s population – according to the census of 1614, out of 25,454 residents of Lima, as many as 10,386 were of African origin. The central figure of this composition most likely became the prototype of several later altarpieces. Its reflections can be seen in the altarpiece of Saint Rose of Lima in the Dominican Basilica of the Holy Trinity in Kraków, only there, the saint is represented standing rather than kneeling, and is not surrounded by worshippers.

Generally speaking, a considerable number of images of Saint Rose of Lima – paintings or sculptures – have survived in the Dominican churches of Poland. For example, the Kraków Dominican Church of the Holy Trinity has a chapel dedicated to Saint Rose of Lima with a magnificent seventeenth-century altar, the main tier of which contains an image of the saint holding the Infant Jesus, created after the engraving by Baldi / Thiboust from Bertolini’s publication. This engraving was most likely the prototype for the painting created by the Gdansk artist Andreas Stech for the Gdansk Dominican Church of Saint Nicholas, in the second

34 Ibid., pp. 113–114.
35 Christopher D. Gascón, op. cit., p. 43.
36 Besides Kraków, they can be found in the churches of Wrocław, Lublin, Warsaw, Piotrkow Trybunalski, Gdansk and other cities.
tier of the altar of Saint Rose of Lima endowed in 1671. In the first tier of
the same altar, a canvas by the same artist has survived. It represents a
vision of Saint Rose – while praying, she had a vision of the Blessed Virgin
Mary with the Infant Jesus. It is one of the most beautiful images of Saint
Rose of Lima in Poland.

Due to Saint Rose’s special devotion to Our Lady of the Rosary,
she was very often represented in compositions with Our Lady of the Ro-
sary. This aspect of the spread of her iconography was observed in the art
of the churches of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as well. We can
presume that the dissemination of the Rosary Prayer and the rise of the
foundling of confraternities of this title in the Commonwealth contributed
to the popularity of Saint Rose of Lima in that period. In the altars of the
Confraternities of the Holy Rosary, in the second half of the seventeenth
century, Saint Rose of Lima was often painted next to Saint Dominic, ac-
cepting a rosary from the hands of Mary. Among the examples of rar-
er iconography, a painting of Our Lady of the Rosary that has survived
in the Dominican Church of Saint James in Sandomierz, Poland, can be
mentioned. It represents the Blessed Virgin Mary with the Infant Christ
holding a rosary, and people of various social classes standing in adora-
tion: Saint Dominic, Saint Catherine of Siena, Saint Rose of Lima, Pope
Clement VIII, King Sigismund Vasa and his wife Anne of Austria, Cardi-
nal Jerzy Radziwiłł, Hetman Jan Zamojski and the Holy Roman Emperor
Rudolf II. It was not the only case of Saint Rose of Lima being associated
with representatives of political power – there is a known graphic por-
trait of the King of Poland and the Grand Duke of Lithuania Jan Sobieski,
in which the Dominican saints Hyacinth, Catherine of Siena and Rose of
Lima are represented in the clouds of heraldic symbols above the ruler’s
portrait. In later times, Saint Rose of Lima was also most often depicted
as an ordinary Dominican, in close relation to the subject of the Rosary
Prayer, but without emphasising her “Americanness.”

Paweł Drabarczyk, op. cit., p. 141; Maria Sadurska, “Medyk królewski i św. Róża z
Limy”, in: Gdańsk Strefa Prestiżu, [online], [cited 31-07-2020], https://www.gdanskstrefa.com/medyk-
kołowski-sw-roza-limy/. The painting of the first tier was once highly venerated by believers, and the
figures were decorated with crowns.

Hanna Widacka, Jan III Sobieski w grafice XVII i XVIII wieku, Warszawa:

Paweł Drabarczyk, op. cit., p. 142.
We can presume that the early images of Saint Rose of Lima in the churches of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania also reflected similar tendencies. From the end of the seventeenth century, there were several of them, above all, understandably, in the Dominican environment. Today, some of them are known exclusively from written sources, but it is difficult to say how widely these images were spread, as so far it has not been possible to conduct consistent research in this respect.

One of the earliest altars of Saint Rose of Lima was built in the central temple of the Lithuanian Dominicans – the Church of the Holy Spirit in Vilnius. Unfortunately, the magnificent altar with a painting, endowed by the Grand Marshal of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania Hilary Palubinski, perished during the Vilnius fire of 1748. Endowed in 1667, the Yelnya (today, Belarus) Dominican monastery was built in honour of Saint Rose of Lima, and the church was consecrated with the title of Our Lady of the Rosary. In the seventeenth century, this church must have had an altar dedicated to the saint of Lima, but in the nineteenth-century documents it is no longer mentioned. It is quite possible that it was replaced as early as the 18th century by the altar of Saint Catherine de’ Ricci, canonised in 1746, as devotion to this Italian Dominican tertiary who lived in the sixteenth century became widespread in Lithuania (in the Yelnya church, her image is mentioned as early as 1747). In the church of Žemaičių Kalvarija built by bishop Jerzy Tyszkiewicz in the late seventeenth century, the altar of Saint Rose is still mentioned in 1710, but at that time, due to the spread of the plague epidemics, as Dalia Vasiliūnienė noticed, devotion to her began to be overshadowed by that of Saint Roch. In the nineteenth-century inventories of Žemaičių Kalvarija, the altar or a picture of Saint Rose of Lima is no longer mentioned. Images of Saint Rose of Lima most probably existed in the Trakai Dominican church endowed by the Trakai Voivode Marcjan Aleksander Ogiński and his wife

42 Ibid., p. 66.
Marcibella Anna Hlebowiczowna Ogińska, as the funeral sermon of this noble woman who died in 1681, and who was particularly fond of the Order of Preachers, included a mention that she had chosen St Rose as one of her spiritual patrons, had been reading her “Life”, and sought solace from this saint at the difficult time when she lost her son 44. However, in the visitation acts of the Dominican monasteries of 1830, images of Saint Rose of Lima are not mentioned either in the Trakai Dominican church, or in the Vievis church, which was its filial church for a long time 45.

These data show that the popularity of the Peru saint that suddenly peaked in the late seventeenth century, as testified by the abundance of publications dedicated to this saint, began to fade in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania already in the first half of the eighteenth century. In the first half of the nineteenth century, in the visitation acts of the churches of the Lithuanian Dominican province, paintings or altars of Saint Rose are seldom mentioned. The Choroszcz (today, Poland) Dominican church, endowed in 1654 by the Trakai Voivode (who later became the Bishop of Vilnius) Mikołaj Stefan Pac, according to the data of the 1804 visitation, still had an altar of St Rose of Lima with a large canvas depicting the saint, possibly dating back to the seventeenth century 46. Altars of Saint Rose of Lima in the first half of the nineteenth century are also mentioned in the Dominican churches of Merkinė 47 and Astravas (today, Belarus) 48, which did not survive until our time. In the Kaunas Dominican church built in

---


45 Visitation acts of the monasteries of the Lithuanian Dominican province, 1819, in: Lithuanian State Historical Archives, f. 694, ap. 1, b. 3662, l. 31; Visitation acts of the monasteries of the Lithuanian Dominican province, 1830, in: Lithuanian State Historical Archives, f. 694, ap. 1, b. 3776, l. 130–131, 166–166.


47 Visitation acts of the monasteries of the Lithuanian Dominican province, 1819, l. 37.

48 Visitation acts of the monasteries of the Lithuanian Dominican province, 1830, l. 278.
1678, a painting of Saint Rose of Lima was held in the second tier of the altar of Our Lady of the Rosary\textsuperscript{49}. The former Dominican monastery of Seinai (today, Sejny, Poland), which had close ties with the Vilnius Dominicans since its founding in the early seventeenth century, also belongs to the cultural area of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania. One of the side altars of the Seinai brick church rebuilt in 1760 held a painting of Saint Rose of Lima up until the end of the 19th century (later it was replaced with an image of St Francis of Assisi)\textsuperscript{50}. After the closure of the Dominican Church of the Body of God in Kaunas in 1845, it was transferred to the Kaunas Benedictine Church of Saint Nicholas (its present location is unknown)\textsuperscript{51}.

Certainly, the data of the visitations are not very thorough, as sometimes, not all the altar paintings and sculptures are listed, or the saints are erroneously identified. One of the most beautiful images of the saint that have survived until today in Lithuanian churches is the painting of Saint Rose of Lima in the Kazokiškės church, which has been serviced by the Dominicans of the Paparčiai monastery since 1649 [Fig. 2].

\textsuperscript{49} Ibid., l. 118.
canvas dating to the late seventeenth – early eighteenth century, the saint is represented in ecstasy. The subject of roses is given special emphasis – the nun’s head is decorated with a crown of roses, a little angel at her feet is holding a basket with roses and, at the top, on the right, the Blessed Virgin Mary is seen throwing the nun a three-blossom rose branch – a symbol of the Rosary Prayer. Mention should be made of another late eighteenth-century painting in the former Dominican church in Raseiniai, in the second tier of the Altar of the Blessed Virgin Mary [Fig. 3]. There, Saint Rose of Lima is depicted looking at the Crucifix and contemplating the Passion of Christ. The field of meanings is expanded by the Holy Scripture opened in front of her with an excerpt from Saint Paul’s letter to the Galatians: *Mihi autem absit gloriari, nisi in cruce Domini nostri Jesu Christi*\(^{52}\) (Galatians 6:14), on which a symbol of purity – a lily branch – is placed. The nun’s head is adorned with her customary attribute – a crown of roses.

\(^{52}\) God forbid that I should make a display of anything, except the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.

5. Sculpture of Saint Rose of Lima in the Palėvenė Saint Dominic Church, Archives of the Cultural Heritage Centre, Lithuania
After the fires of the middle of the eighteenth century, the altar of Saint Rose of Lima was not rebuilt in the Vilnius Church of the Holy Spirit, but her sculpture is still part of the high altar, next to the figures of Saints Paul and Peter, and Saint Catherine of Siena [Fig. 4]. As the Crucified Christ hangs in the high altar, Saint Rose is represented adoring the suffering Saviour; she is also holding a crucifix. A crucifix was most likely held in the hand of Saint Rose of Lima in the sculpture standing in the altar of Our Lady of the Rosary of the Palévenë Dominican church built in the middle of the eighteenth century [Fig. 5].
There were a number of pictures of Our Lady of the Rosary and Saint Rose of Lima in Lithuanian churches. Such compositions could be found not only in the temples of the Dominican monasteries, but also in parish churches, in which the Confraternities of the Rosary operated. For example, a painting from the altar of the Confraternity of Our Lady of the Rosary built in 1739 and depicting Our Lady of the Rosary with Saint Dominic and Saint Rose of Lima has survived in the Rudamina church (Vilnius District)\(^{53}\) [Figs. 6–7]. Its ornate metal setting testifies that this altar painting of the Confraternity of the Rosary was highly venerated by believers. Eighteenth-century paintings with a similar iconography have survived in the former Dominican church in Vasiliškės (today, Belarus)\(^{54}\) and the Volpa church (today, Belarus)\(^{55}\). There might have been even more such compositions but, because of a similar iconography, Saint Rose is often confused with Saint Catherine of Siena.

**South American Elements in the Hagiography and Iconography of Saint Rose of Lima**

In her monastic life, the first South American saint purposefully aspired to resemble the great Dominican saint of the fourteenth century – Catherine of Siena – as closely as possible. It should be noted that the majority of hagiographic publications dedicated to Saint Rose of Lima, published in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, present her above all as a representative of the Dominican order and emphasise her Christian virtues. This situation was partly determined by Saint Rose’s attitudes and the focus on the aspects of her inner life. As Christopher D. Gascón aptly noted, “Like most Christian ascetics, she strove to divest herself of the worldly to enter to the realm of the divine. Perhaps as a result of this, her biographies reveal relatively little of the cultural context.”\(^{56}\)

---


54 Katarzyna Mączewska, “Kościół parafialny p. w. Św. Jana Chrzciciela i klasztor Dominikanów w Wasiliszkach”, in: *Kościoly i klasztory rzymskokatolickie dawnego województwa wileńskiego*, t. 3, Kraków: Międzynarodowe Centrum Kultury, 2010, p. 112, Fig. 24.

55 Michał Wardzyński, “Kościół parafialny p. w. Św. Jana Chrzciciela w Wołpie”, in: *Kościoly i klasztory rzymskokatolickie dawnego województwa nowogrodzkiego*, t. 1, Kraków: Międzynarodowe Centrum Kultury, 2003, p. 288, Fig. 368.

56 Christopher D. Gascón, *op. cit.*, p. 44.
More information about South America and the daily life of Saint Rose can be found in the highly picturesque and detailed description of her life prepared by Leonard Hansen (Vincent Torre), and its translations. The first chapter of this narrative (“On Rose’s homeland, birth and childhood”) starts with a brief description of the city of Lima, a famous and rich port in South America (also called India), the capital of the Kingdom of Peru, but right away, the symbolic links to the Order of Preachers are emphasised – the saint-to-be was born on the feast day of the Dominican saint, Saint Agnes of Montepulciano, and furthermore, she was born in a house on Saint Dominic Street close to a church of this order.

However, while describing daily events in Rose’s life and her mystical experiences, the author brings up some exotic features of Peruvian nature. For example, he notes that “the fields of Lima abound in parrots and multicoloured butterflies”, and mentions that while Rose was contemplating her spiritual teacher and ideal, Saint Catherine of Siena, a black and white butterfly started to circle around her. Describing Rose’s self-mortifications, the author refers to a special dish eaten cold, called *gaspachos* in “Indian”, which she would make adding vinegar and bile, and also describes in detail a strange tree common in “the West Indies”, called *Grandilla* by the locals and *Flos Passionis* in Latin, whose bitter leaves rather than sweet fruit Rose cooked for dinner, and mentions oranges, saying that the only thing Rose ate while fasting was their seeds. Interesting information is given about chocolate, which started to be known in Europe at that time – there is a description of how once, when Rose was weak, her mother prepared a warm drink from water and sugar, adding a certain mass called *cocola’ta* by the locals. At that time, there were conflicting opinions about the use of chocolate and cocoa in Europe, disagreement if it was a remedy or the devil’s invention, and if it was suitable nutrition during fasting. Importantly, chocolate had many uses during Aztec religious ceremonies and was associated with the heart and blood.

---

57 [Leonard Hansen], *Roza indyiska*, 1677, p. A.
58 Ibid., pp. 16–17. Black and white are the colours of the Dominican habit.
59 Ibid., p. 28.
60 *Passiflora ligularis*. The name derives from the symbols of the Passion of Christ that allegedly can be seen in its foliage.
62 Ibid., p. 93.
63 Christopher D. Gascón, *op. cit.*, p. 50.
An episode with chocolate was also included in the above-mentioned Spanish comedy *Santa Rosa del Perú*. According to the scholar who analysed the play, “This episode of Rose’s life was actually used in the debate to argue that chocolate was a sacred and virtuous drink”\(^{64}\).

Hansen’s life of Rose allowed the reader to form a certain image about Peruvian society as well. The rather recently Christianised country, having become a field of intense missionary activity, already in Rose’s lifetime (1615) was subject to raids by Dutch pirates, and is shown in the book as an outpost of protecting Catholicism from Protestantism in America. Incidentally, in the previously mentioned Spanish comedy, America is shown as a new stronghold of the true faith, counterbalancing the Protestantism taking root in Europe, and Saint Rose is presented not as someone culturally different, but as a warrior of Spain in the New World, whose prayers helped to repel the Protestant invaders\(^{65}\). Hansen describes pagan Indians living in remote South American locations in large numbers as “crude, animalistic, austere peoples”\(^{66}\), and saving their souls was one of the main concerns of Saint Rose of Lima. As one of her virtues, the author of her “life” mentions her efforts to take care of beggars regardless of their origin – “be they Spanish, Indian, black or white, family members or slaves”\(^{67}\). From this narrative we also learn about the existence of slavery, but it is only mentioned as much as it reflects Saint Rose’s efforts to save souls. For example, it was described how a coloured maid of a noble lady called Sperance, a pagan brought from Africa, was baptised before her death thanks to Saint Rose\(^{68}\).

In the special-occasion sermons published in Vilnius, Rose is called *indiana*, but emphasis is placed above all on her Christian virtues rather than her origin; her monastic dedication, modesty, piety, strict asceticism and acts of mercy are praised, while mundane details or reflections of daily life in Lima are much less present or even totally absent. For example, in his booklet, Wawrzyniec Janowicz introduces “the Indian Rose” as having descended from the land of wild beasts, a primitive, savage and cruel people of the New World, but worthy of respect because of her moral

\(^{64}\) Ibid., p. 48.
\(^{65}\) Ibid., p. 53.
\(^{66}\) [Leonard Hansen], *Roza indyiska*, 1677, p. 146.
\(^{67}\) Ibid., p. 155.
\(^{68}\) Ibid., pp. 186–187.
and spiritual choices\textsuperscript{69}. The preacher sets this chaste maiden as a model to be followed for the noble women and girls of Lithuania, and harshly rates the latter first of all for their widespread inclination to adopt “luxurious foreign clothes and hair decorations”, and chase Italian, German and French fashions\textsuperscript{70}. To those who “paint and powder their hair”, who supposedly are ashamed of their nationality and out of vanity wear imported clothes, pearls, velvet, expensive laces, sashes and galloons, he opposes the Blessed Rose, saying that her clothes are her habit, her headwear is a metal crown with ninety-nine thorns, her powder and blush is Indian poisonous pepper that burns her eyes and skin, her sashes and galloons are marks of self-discipline on her skin, and her pearls are her tears\textsuperscript{71}.

Conclusions

1. Thanks to the Dominicans, devotion to Saint Rose of Lima reached the Grand Duchy of Lithuania very quickly, even before her official beatification and canonisation. In the publications published in her honour in Lithuania, special emphasis was placed on the virtues of monastic life of the Dominican tertiary, her austere ascesis and mystical experiences, and her devotion to Mary and Jesus. The saint’s native country Peru and its capital Lima are only mentioned in passing. However, the residents of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania could find certain information about Peru in the Polish translation (1666, 1677) of the popular booklet \textit{Vita mirabile} […] by Leonard Hansen (Vincent Torre) (1664).

2. In the second half of the seventeenth century, images of Saint Rose of Lima must have been found in many churches of the Lithuanian Dominican province, but already in the 18th century, devotion to her had begun to fade in Lithuania.

3. In the surviving images, Saint Rose of Lima is depicted either contemplating the Passion of Christ, or in adoration of Our Lady of the Rosary. In the compositions of Our Lady of the Rosary, it is often difficult to distinguish her from Saint Catherine of Siena. Her main attributes are a Dominican habit, a crown of thorns or roses, roses and lilies, and a crucifix. Her local iconography does not include any specific Latin American features.

\textsuperscript{69} Wawrzyniec Janowicz, op. cit., p. A4, B3v.
\textsuperscript{70} Roza Błogosławiona indianka zakonu kaznodzieyskiego […], p. B4v.
\textsuperscript{71} Roza Błogosławiona indianka zakonu kaznodzieyskiego […], p. C–Cv.
4. The “Lithuanian” iconography of Saint Rose of Lima basically reflects the general European traditions of representing this saint, based on a paradoxical emphasis on her belonging to the distant “New World” in her written “lives” and a simultaneous levelling-out of any cultural differences in visual representations. Perhaps this choice was intended to show the spread of the Good News of Jesus Christ in the world, transcending all historical and ethnical boundaries, to express the universal character of the Catholic Church, and to underline cultural community that belonging to this religious denomination entails. Alongside, through the image of Saint Rose of Lima, the belonging of all Latin America to the Roman Catholic Church was expressed.

Translated from Lithuanian by Aušra Simanavičiūtė
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